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A bijection of the set of 3-regular partitions of an integer n is constructed. It is 
shown that this map has order 2 and that the 3-cores of a partition and its image 
have diagrams which are mutual transposes. It is conjectured that this is the same 
bijection as the one induced, using the labeling of Farahat, Miiller, and Peel, 
from the action of the alternating character upon the 3-modular irreducible 
representations of the symmetric group of degree n. 
1. INTR~IxJcTI~N 
The symmetric group S, possesses an ordinary character, the alternating 
character, of degree 1 whose values are & 1. Multiplication of any ordinary 
character of S, by the alternating character yields another character and this 
leads to a bijection of order 2 of the ordinary irreducibles of S, . As these are 
labeled by the partitions of n, a similar bijection is induced on these partitions 
and it is well known that this is the same as finding the conjugate (or trans- 
pose) of the partition diagram. 
In [l], Farahat, Miiller, and Peel prove a long-standing conjecture (see 
Kerber [2]) that the decomposition matrix of S, for any prime p may be 
arranged so as to have zeros above the main diagonal and that this leads to a 
“good” labeling of the modular irreducible characters by p-regular partitions. 
They show that this labeling is obtained by considering those rows of the 
decomposition matrix corresponding to ordinary irreducible characters 
indexed by p-regular partitions in their lexicographical order (with the 
partition [n] at the top). This provides a square submatrix whose columns 
may be permuted so that it becomes lower triangular. In this state, the 
p-regular partition of any row labels the p-modular irreducible of the cor- 
responding column. If p is odd there is an alternating p-modular character. 
This induces a bijection of order 2 upon the p-modular irreducibles and a 
similar bijection upon the p-regular partitions via the labeling. 
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In this paper we construct, by purely combinatorial means, a bijection of 
order 2 of the set of 3-regular partitions of n. It remains to be proved that 
this bijection is the same as the one arising from the group theory, although 
this is conjectured. In fact the two maps do agree for values of n up to 10 for 
which the decomposition matrices may’ be found in [3] (for n # 7) and [4] 
(for n = 7). The construction and its justification are carried out in Sections 2 
and 3, and in Section 4 the map is shown to have order 2. Further evidence 
that the bijection described here is the “correct” one is given in Section 5 
where it is shown that the 3-cores of a partition and its image are mutual 
conjugates. This would be an obvious generalization of the situation dis- 
cussed in the first paragraph for ordinary characters (where we may take 
p > n) as here the core of a partition is the partition itself. 
2. NOTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MAP 
A sequence [a,, a2 ,..., a,] of integers, called an (improper) diagram, 
represents the lengths of s rows of points arranged one below the other. If 
ai 3 4+l for all i, it is a proper Young diagram of a partition of n = C a, . 
We group the rows of a 3-regular partition into bricks. The top brick consists 
of the top row of the diagram if this has length at least two more than the 
one below it (or if it is the only row), and’such a brick is called a singleton. 
Otherwise the top two rows have lengths a + l and a with E = 0, 1 and these 
two together form a brick called a pair. Having determined the top brick 
(and removed it), the others can be determined iteratively. 
The convention is adopted that Greek letters denote integers which are 
either zero or unity; the letters S, P represent a singleton and a pair while B 
is an arbitrary brick. Modulus signs denote the number of points involved in 
a brick and the length of the top row of the pair P is denoted by t(P). For a 
singleton, t(S) is used to mean the integer part of &(I S 1 + 1). 
We now describe a series of processes whereby the diagram of a 3-regular 
partition of n is transformed, via a sequence of improper intermediate 
diagrams, into another partition of n. The first stage is the initial map. As the 
result of this is not in general a proper partition diagram, it may be necessary 
to apply a series of modifications until the final image appears. At each 
stage the construction process divides the rows of the intermediate diagram 
into bricks consisting of one or two rows. 
The initial map. The bricks of the 3-regular partition are taken in order; 
a singleton [2a + l ] is mapped to the pair [a + E, a], and vice versa. 
Modz3cation. A modification step is required when an intermediate 
diagram contains a pair P = [a + E, a] immediately above a singleton 
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S = [b] and b > a + E. These two bricks are replaced by 5” = [b + 8 + $1 
followed by P’ = [a + E - 8, a - ~$1, where, 
and 
f3++=2, if and only if 2a + b + E = 0 modulo 3, 
= I, otherwise. 
Thus modification interchanges the labels “singleton” and “pair” and 
hence singletons rise and pairs fall in the intermediate diagrams. No other 
modifications are allowed nor are they necessary. It follows that if several 
modifications are possible in a diagram the order in which they are carried 
out is immaterial. 
As an example, the two columns below give the stages in the mappings of 
[lo, 8, 7, 7,4,4,2] and [16, 11, 4,4, 3, 2, 1, l] which are mutual images. 
Semicolons are used to denote the division into bricks. 
[IO; 8,7; 7; 4,4; 21 [16; 11; 4, 4; 3, 2; 1, l] 
[5, 5; 15; 4, 3; 8; 1, I] [S, 8; 6, 5; 8; 5; 21 
[16; 5, 4; 4, 3; 8; 1, I] [8, 8; 9; 5, 5; 5; 21 
[16; 5, 4; 10; 3, 2; I, I] [IO; 8, 7; 5, 5; 5; 21 
[16; 11;4,4;3,2; 1, 1] [lo; 8, 7; 7; 4,4; 21 
3. VALIDATION OF THE MAP 
The four lemmas of this section consider the effect of the modification 
rules on various combinations of singletons and pairs. These are sufficient 
to show in Theorem 3.5 that the map is well defined. 
LEMMA 3.1, Suppose a 3-regular partition has the form 
[...; PO ; s, ; s, ;...; Sk&, ; Pk ;...I 
and that it maps initially to 
[...; s, ; P, ; P, ;...; Pk&, ; Sk ;...I. 
If after modtjkation it becomes 
[...; so ; s;. ; P; ; P;I ; . . . . PLpl ; . ..I. 
then I SO j > j Sk I + 2. 
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ProoJ: The result is trivial for k = 1. For k 3 2, the brick structure 
yields I SO / 3 j SI, / + 4k - 3 and the modification rules show that 1 S; 1 < 
1 Sk I t 2(k - 1). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose the following is part of a 3-regular partition 
[... ; so ; P, ; P, ;...; P,-, ; s, ;...I 
and that it maps initially to 
[. ..; PO ; s, ; s, ;...; s,-, ; Pk ;...I. 
Suppose that after some mod$cation it becomes 
[...; s; ; s; ; . . . . s;-l ; PA ; P, ; . ..I. 
then / Pi 1 > 1 PI, / + 2. 
Proof. Consider first the 3-regular diagram [S,, ; PI] which maps initially 
to [PO ; S,] and modifies to [S; ; PA]. Set d = ) SO I - t(Pl), then d > 2; also 
/ S; / - I S, I is either I or 2. Suppose, for a contradiction, that d = 1 S; 1 - 
I S, / = 2 and then 
d + t(Pl) + : P, 1 = j s, / + I PI / = 0 modulo 3. 
Since t(P1) + / P, 1 + 1, it follows that d $ 2 which is the required contra- 
diction. 
This proves the lemma when k = 2. For k 3 3, suppose the intermediate 
diagram after the first modification is 
[...; s; ; P;; ; sz ; . . . . s,-, ; PI, ; . ..I. 
Comparison of / Pi 1 and / S, j , using the above contradiction, shows that 
there is a 3-regular diagram whose initial image is 
[Pi ; s, ; . . . . S&, ; PJ 
The proof is completed by an inductive argument. 
At this point three hypotheses are introduced. The construction shows 
how, at each stage, to divide the diagram into bricks which are either single- 
tons or pairs. The hypotheses concern sequences of the form (B, ; B,) of two 
consecutive bricks (III above B,) in an intermediate diagram. 
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HI. For (S; B) the length of the singleton is at least two more than 
that of the first row of B. 
H2. For (B; P) there is no increase in row length downwards in the 
diagram, and no three rows have equal length. 
H3. For (P; S) the following inequality holds: / P / > t(S) + 2. 
We note that it is clear that the diagram which results from the initial map 
satisfies Hl, H2, and H3 and it is shown later that this property is not 
destroyed by modification. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose an intermediate diagram contains the sequence 
(P; S, ; S,) where the two singletons satisfy Hl. Suppose two mod$cations are 
necessary and produce the sequence (S; ; Si ; P’), then Hl is still valid 
throughout. 
Proof. This is clear for the last two bricks. Set d = 1 S; 1 - 1 Si ( and 
di = ! 5’: / - 1 Si ( for i = 1,2, and then, 
d=jS,I-I&/+d,-dd,32+dI-dd,bl. 
Thus d = 1 only if dI = 1 and dz = 2, and this implies 
IPl+;S,I~O-IPI-dd,+lS,l module 3, 
which shows that / S, I - j S, / # 2 and hence d > 2 as required. 
The following result is similarly proved: 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose an intermediate diagram contains the sequence 
(P, ; P, ; S) where the two pairs satisfy H2. Suppose two modijcations are 
necessary and produce the sequence (5”; Pi ; Pi), then H2 is still valid throug- 
hout. 
We are now in a position to show that the final image given by the mapping 
process is indeed a proper 3-regular partition diagram. 
THEOREM 3.5. At all stages the intermediate diagram satisfies both HI 
and H2. Further, when no more modifications are possible the resultant dia- 
gram is that of another 3-regular partition and the singletons and pairs into 
which it is divided as a result of the map are bricks of the new partition in 
accordance with the dejinition given in Section 2. 
Proof If Hl is ever false it is in a diagram D containing two successive 
singletons S, , S, whose lengths do not satisfy the correct inequality. Con- 
sider the situation immediately after the initial map. Here S, and S, (or more 
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precisely the singletons which become S, and S& are separated by a number 
(possibly zero) of pairs as in the case of Lemma 3.1. The diagram D may be 
obtained by first moving S, up to S, and then moving the two singletons 
together past any necessary pairs in the manner of Lemma 3.3. Of course, 
other modifications may be required in other parts of the diagram, but these 
do not involve S, or S, . Now the two lemmas mentioned show that, in D, 
j S, j >, 1 S, j + 2 which is contrary to assumption; thus Hl is always true. 
Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 similarly prove that H2 holds throughout. It follows easily 
that the final image is a 3-regular diagram and that the naming of the bricks 
is consistent with the original definition. 
4. THE ORDER OF THE MAP 
In this section we show that the map has order 2 and we begin by verifying 
that H3 is valid throughout the mapping process. 
LEMMA 4.1. Every intermediate diagram satisfies H3. 
Proof. This is certainly true of the diagram after the initial map and so 
we have a basis for induction. It is shown that modification preserves H3 and 
two cases need to be considered. These concern sequences of three bricks 
within an intermediate diagram and their images under modification: 
(i) (P; S, ; S,) modifying to (S; ; P’; S,), and 
(ii) (P, ; P, ; S) modifying to (P, ; S’; Pi). 
It is clear that these two represent the only possible ways of creating a new 
sequence (P, S) at any stage. 
In case (i), we assume H3 for the first sequence and apply HI to obtain 
Hence 
I P I 3 t(S1) + 2 > t(Sz) + 3. 
and if there is equality on the right then the congruence relations implied by 
the modification rules yield / P I > t(&) + 3; thus H3 is proved for the 
second sequence in (i). Case (ii) is dealt with similarly. 
LEMMA 4.2. The square of the map applied to a 3-regular partition consis- 
ting of k singletons followed by one pair has the same effect as the identity map. 
Proof: The case k = 0 is trivial, so assume first that k = 1. Suppose also 
that modification is required after the initial map for otherwise the result is 
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again trivial. The original partition, its initial and final images, and the image 
after the next initial map are given below: 
[S, ; P,] -L [P, ; S,] -% [s; ; Pi] -2 [Pi ; s;]. 
We show that the last diagram requires modification, that is, d = 1 S; 1 - 
t($) > 0. Set e = 1 S; / - 1 S, / and we have 
Now if e = 2 it follows from the congruence relations that 1 S, 1 - t(PJ 2 3 
and so in any case d > 0. Thus modification is required and as the increment 
for S; is determined by the congruence class of the total number of points, 
the increment is again e. Hence the last diagram modifies to the first. 
For a general value of k let C be the 3-regular partition which is the image 
of the partition in the lemma. Assume that the result is proved for all lower 
values of k and also that all the bricks are involved in modifications to 
obtain C, for otherwise the lemma is immediate from a previous case. The 
penultimate diagram in the modification process consists of a pair P above a 
diagram D. Here D must be a 3-regular partition. The top row of D is a 
singleton S and the last modification to obtain C interchanges P and S in the 
same manner as in the second and third diagrams for the case k = 1 given 
above; this is because H3 shows that there is a 3-regular diagram whose 
initial image is [P; S]. 
When C is mapped initially its top three rows again behave as in the case 
of k = 1 (third and fourth diagrams above) and modification takes place to 
create a singleton over the initial image of D. Now the inductive hypothesis 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. The map of the set of 3-regular partitions to itself has order 
2 and so is also a bijection. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the number of points in the partition; 
the result is easy to verify in the low cases. 
Suppose now that a 3-regular partition of n is given which has the form 
[D; B] where B is the final brick and D is the rest of the diagram above it. 
Suppose this maps initially to [D’; B’] and then modifies partly to [D; B’] 
where D is the final image of D. If B’ is a pair then no further modification is 
necessary (by Hl and H2) and it is clear that this new diagram maps back 
to the original one. 
So assume B’ is a singleton. Now D ends in a number (possibly zero) of 
pairs and suppose the singleton B’ = S,, passes k of them during the final 
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modifications (k 3 0). Thus [D; B’] ends in [...; PI ;...; Pk ; S,] before modi- 
fication and in [...; Si ; P,’ ;...; P;] afterward. By H2 and H3 there is a well- 
defined 3-regular partition of the form [S, ;...; S, ; P,] which maps initially 
to [PI ;...; PI, ; S,] and modifies to [SA ; Pi ;...; P;]. Let E be the final image 
of the full partition, then under the initial map it becomes E’ which has the 
form [...; Pi ; S; ;...; S;]. This ending may be modified first, and by the last 
lemma (applied to the short partition) it becomes [...; S, ;...; S, ; PO]. Here 
the size of each Si is that of the original Pi and P,, = B. It follows from the 
form of D that its initial image looks like, [...; S, ;...; S,] . The inductive 
hypothesis applied to D shows that the image of E is the original partition. 
5. THE 3-Cow 0~ THE IMAGE 
We now consider the relation between the 3-cores of a diagram and its 
image. For convenience the following well-known lemma is stated here 
(cf., for example, [4, Chap. 41). 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose p > 2 is any prime and C is a p-core. Suppose a new 
partition diagram is formed by adding a multiple of p points to C creating an 
extra top row and left-hand column. Then the p-core of the new partition is C. 
THEOREM 5.2. The 3-core of the image under the bijection of a 3-regular 
partition is the conjugate of the core of the original partition. 
Proof. The proof is by induction upon the number of bricks in the 
partition; the result is straightforward when this is one. 
Suppose a 3-regular diagram X is given and assume first that, after the 
initial map, modification involving the top brick is necessary. Thus X has a 
top brick S,, which is a singleton; let D be the rest of the diagram below S,, . 
Let D’ be the initial image of D and modify it, if necessary, so that its highest 
singleton comes to the top giving an intermediate diagram of the form 
[S, ; E]. No other modification is performed. If S, maps intially to PO then by 
assumption, [PO ; S,] can be modified to yield [S; ; PA] say. Now in the 
diagram [Pi ; E] there is no sequence of a singleton followed by a pair which 
was not in D’. Hence Hl, H2, and H3 show that there is a 3-regular diagram 
F which maps initially to [PA ; E]; suppose F has the form [SA ; G] where G 
maps initially to E. If the final image of G is G, then D’ modifies partly to 
[S, ; E] and eventually modifies to its final image B = [S, ; G] which is a 
proper 3-regular partition. Also if F is the final image of F then the final 
image of X is X = [S; ; F]. These various maps are sumarized below; here 
i denotes an initial image and m a sequence of modifications. 
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Suppose that G has 3-core C. Then by application of the inductive hypo- 
thesis to D, F, and G it may be deduced that the cores of X and of the con- 
jugate of X are equal, respectively, to the cores of the diagrams represented 
schematically by 
so Sl, 
s, I c 
s; 
I- c 
where the singletons on the left denote columns of the appropriate length 
beginning in the positions indicated by the lines. 
l’t is sufficient to show that the cores of these two diagrams are the same. 
From the modification rules it follows that 
d = 1 S; 1 - j S, 1 = j So / - 1 Sh 1 = 1 or 2 
and (I = 2 if and only if i S,, I + / S, j = / Sh / + 1 S; = 0 modulo 3. 
Thus if d = 1 then the two diagrams given above are identical and if d = 2 
the situation is that of Lemma 5.1 and in both cases the cores are equal. 
To complete the proof it remains to investigate what happens when the top 
brick is not involved in modification. Consider the diagrams (both proper) 
represented by [S; C] and [P; C*] where I S / = / P / and C, C* are mutually 
conjugate 3-cores. It is sufficient to show that these diagrams have cores 
which are again mutual conjugates. As this is reasonably straightforward its 
verification is omitted. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An obvious question is whether the construction can be generalized to 
other primes. It seems that this may be possible although the details are far 
from complete. For p = 2 the map is the identity which conforms with the 
group theory. 
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Finally we give the mutual images pairs of 3-regular partitions of 8 and 9. 
The number against each pair is the common degree of the two 3-modular 
irreducibles of S, which [l J gives as corresponding to the partitions. These 
degrees are easily obtained from the decomposition matrices given in [3]. 
Note that the partition [4, 2, 12] is its own image. 
PI [421 1 1% 31 [3, 22, l] 28 
[7, 11 [4,3,11 7 [5, 2, 11 [4, 221 35 
[6 21 [32, 121 13 ]4,2, I21 [4,2, 121 90 
[6, I21 [32,2] 21 
[91 [5,41 1 [6, 31 [32,2, l] 41 
P7 11 I429 11 7 F, 2, 11 15, 221 35 
[7,21 [4, 3, I21 27 15, 3, 11 [3, 22, I21 162 
[7, I21 [4,3,21 21 [5, 2, I21 14, 22, 11 189 
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